
Movelite WireFree RTS 5. How to use  

5.1. Open / Close functions  

6. Tips and recommendations

Observations Possible causes Solutions

The motorised 

product does

not operate. 

The battery pack is weak. Check whether the battery pack is
weak and charge it. 

The remote control battery
 is weak.

Check whether the battery is weak 
and replace it if necessary. 

The remote control is not 
compatible. 

Check for compatibility and replace 
the  remote control if necessary. 

The remote control used has not 
been programmed into the motor. 

Use a programmed remote control or 
program this remote control. 

5.2. Stop function  

5.3. Favorite (my) position  

4.1. Pre-program the RTS remote control 

4.2. Set the limits  

Remarks: For the detailed information, please refer to the instructions.

1. Connect motor to the Rail
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2. Connect battery Pack  

Note: suggest charging the battery before using it.
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3. Charge the battery  
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When battery is low:

1.LED red fast blink

2.Motor emits “beep”

1.LED is red : 

charge in on-going.

2.LED is green:

charge is finished.

4. How to set

Press Open       or Close        to fully open or  close the 

When the motorized product is 

moving, briefly press my: the 

motorized product stops 

automatically.

The motorized product is stopped.

Briefly press my: the motorized 

product starts to move and stops 

in the favorite (my) position.

If no motion, please refer to the 

instructions to set (my) position.

motorized product.

Press Open and Close buttons at the same time on the 

RTS remote control: the motorized product moves 

briefly and the RTS remote control is pre-programmed 

into the motor.

+

Press Open       or Close      , the motorized product 

makes a first run to record the hard stop positions.

4.3. Record the RTS control point 

Press the PROG button on the back of the remote 

control until the motorized product moves. 

The remote control address is permanently recorded.

Your product is now ready to use.
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